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What happens in the ocean after dark? Use the magic flashlights on every page to reveal the

hidden creatures in the ocean&#39;s depths! Each spread appears to be dark, but point the

flashlight and watch brilliant aquatic life illustrations magically illuminate.  Readers of all ages will be

amazed by this innovative paper technology&#151;no batteries necessary! Every spread features a

different underwater animal, but it&#39;s the reader&#39;s job to locate the hidden creatures.

Perfect for curious older readers, each page has a &#147;Did you Know . . .?Ã¢â‚¬Â• section filled

with amazing facts about ocean creatures and their habits.
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If you are not a complete airhead like myself then you probably realized what this book was all

about before you bought it but just in case I can help somebody I'm going to throw this out there.

For some reason I was under the impression that this book involved the use of an actual flashlight in

some way. It totally doesn't. There are flashlight beams that the reader can move around to highlight

different ocean creatures on each page. It's a really neat book and my son (an Octonauts lover)

reads it to himself every night. Still I can't help feel disappointed that it wasn't what I imagined.

My toddler LOVES this book. We take it along while traveling and it entertains him for a very long

time at the airport and on the plane. The book is written for elementary age, but that actually works



well for a toddler- we can read a bit at a time, look for the sea creatures and then read a bit more. It

makes the book more interesting each time we read it and my child knows very advanced words for

a 2 year old. He'll even look for sting rays at the beach when we go!

Your young reader will want all these books. I bought them all and gave them to the grands... after I

enjoyed them myself. A Grand must always test out the really good books, right?!?

Ok. Based on the description, I wasn't sure how this book was going to work. But I still ordered it

anyways because my 2.5 year old loves sea creatures and this book had great reviews.I'm including

pictures, hopefully it'll be helpful who struggled visualizing this too. The "flashlight" is a white

cardstock can be moved around the page to spotlight animals on the page. This is such a fun book

for the kids! Some of the animals are a bit small and it's not always the clearest but my son still

loves it and is always eager to look for the next creature. I've ordered the other book in this series!!

A really cool book. There isn't a real flash light for those who are wondering, its a piece of paper

flashlight but the book is set up so that when u move the "flashlight" paper under the dark part of the

page, that part gets "illuminated". There are different animals seen with the flashlight on one page

and some writings on the other page. The downside is that book only has 6 or 7 pages. Pretty

unique and entertaining otherwise.

This is an ingenious idea. My kids love it. I am going to look for other titles

My 4.5 year old grandaughter loves the book.

really cute idea!!
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